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If you are planning to hold the baby shower out of the usual venues like a house, a restaurant, a
function hall, or even at the office, then why not try holding it outside instead. The beach, the
garden? These are also perfect places to have your baby shower. Everyone loves the thrill of the
outdoors and they enjoy it very much.

Thinking outside of the box is a good characteristic for an organizer or host of the baby shower. He
or she knows that there are people that have been to a number of baby showers and thought of a
new way to hold the celebration. Continue innovating things to give a fresher feel to this kind of
event.

To help in your baby shower planning of the venue, there are important tips and ideas to know to
help you in planning the outdoor baby shower. If you follow these, your organized party will surely
be a big hit.

First thing is to choose a location. There are a number of outdoor locations that you can choose
from. In choosing your location, it is important to know if the prospected party venue has plenty of
rooms to accommodate your guests. Also in your baby shower planning, consider the forecasted
weather on the chosen date of the baby shower. Having an alternate plan is a good idea since
weather nowadays is unpredictable. Likewise, rent tents in case that there is a sudden rain during
the baby shower. Just have the materials necessary to prevent your guests from getting wet. You
can also have in the guests table a beach umbrella to make sure that no one will get wet in case of
a sudden rain.

When you have already chosen a venue, it is important that you decorate it. Decorating outdoor
baby shower can be a bit tricky. Use materials that cannot be easily blown away by the wind. If you
are going to have banners, make sure that you create holes that will serve as the passage o the
wind. This lessens the impact of the wind to the banner. Putting flags is a also a good idea.

The foods to be prepared should, definitely, fit into the theme. A picnic style food is a good idea for
the outdoor baby shower. You can never go wrong with salads, sandwiches, finger foods and fresh
fruits. You can also grill to make the outdoor party more enjoyable. Also consider foods that can be
easily brought outside.

To make sure that the guests would really enjoy, plan a number of baby shower games that suits
the outdoor party. For the outdoor games, you can have treasure hunting, baby stroller racetrack,
make me pregnant or any sports-related game. Games that involve paper should be limited since it
can be just blown away by the wind. Outdoor baby shower is already an enjoyable one but when
add games to it, the baby shower would be a sure blast.

Outdoor baby shower planning can be very stressful but if you follow the tips above, it can be a
breeze.
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